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Identification Document for Verifying your Local or Non-local status

Whether you are a local or non-local applicant, you are requested to provide a copy of a valid identification
document for your application to our postgraduate programmes.
A. Local Applicants
As a local applicant, you can provide a copy of any of the following documents in your application:
A1 Hong Kong Permanent Identity Card
A2 One-way Permit
A3 Visa label for Unconditional Stay
A4 Visa/Entry Permit for Quality Migrant Admission Scheme
A5 Visa/Entry Permit for Capital Investment Entrant Scheme
A6 Full-time Employment Visa/Permit
A7 Dependant visa/entry permit (for students who were below 18 years old when they were
issued with such visa/entry permit by the Immigration Department of the HKSAR)
A8 Any other documents issued by the Immigration Department of the HKSAR showing the right
to land/right of abode in Hong Kong
For applicants holding A4 to A8, please check if the validity period of the visa/entry permit can allow
you to stay and study in Hong Kong during the entire study period of the enrolled programme.
Applicants may be requested to provide the documentary proof of their eligibility to stay and study in
Hong Kong when necessary. It is important to note that without a valid visa/entry permit, admitted
students will be required to officially withdraw from the programme.
B. Non-local Applicants
As a non-local applicant, you can provide a copy of any of the following documents in your application:
B1 An Identity Card/Document issued by your home country
B2 Passport
Some applicants may possess other Hong Kong identification documents:
B3 Visa/Entry permit under the Immigration Arrangements for Non-local Graduates (IANG) OR
B4 Dependant visa/entry permit (for students who were above 18 years old when they were
issued with such visa/entry permit by the Immigration Department of the HKSAR)
For applicants holding B3 or B4, you are considered to be a non-local applicant. Therefore, you need
to provide a copy of B1 or B2 in your application. All non-local applicants, who are admitted for studies
at the University, will be required to apply for a student visa/entry permit.

